How Do Prospective Teachers Argue in Focus Group Discussion? Toulmin's Argumentation Study
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Abstract: Students' argumentation ability is necessary for education today, which emphasizes the student-centered learning process. One way to see students’ argumentation ability is by having a discussion. Therefore, this study aimed to describe the Toulmin argumentation process for students during focus group discussions (FGD). This research is qualitative. The data collection instrument used was an open-ended questionnaire assisted by Google Form that contained common problems of the distance learning process during a pandemic. The subjects of this study consisted of fifty students from the University of Mataram. The results showed that the argumentation process was divided into three categories. The first category was the one-sentence argument. There were 58%, or 29 students, who belonged in this category. The second category was the two sentences argument. There are 30%, or 15 students belonged in this category. Lastly, 12% or six students belonged to the more than three sentence argument category. The results of this study indicated that many students could not provide complete arguments. Thus, the role of lecturers is significant to improve students’ ability in providing complete argumentations. Therefore, the researchers suggest that lecturers should apply learning models that invite students to argue and discuss.

INTRODUCTION

Education is one aspect of developing each individual. Self-development will undoubtedly affect the individual's character to be more independent, creative, knowledgeable, and responsible (Darling-Hammond et al., 2020). This is in line with Wilujeng et al. (2020), who states that the purpose of national education is to develop students’ potential to become individuals who believe in God the almighty, have good character, healthy, knowledgeable, creative, independent, and responsible. Therefore, to meet these objectives, quality education is required to improve the output of each individual. Quality education presents student-centred learning (Casanova et al., 2006; Leary et al., 2016). Changing the educational paradigm of teacher-centred into student-centred is expected to encourage students to be actively involved in developing knowledge. The teacher should not be more active than students in the teaching and learning process. Teachers should only act as facilitators.

The application of student-centred learning is at the elementary and secondary school levels and the tertiary
level (Dessalegn et al., 2016). A student-centred learning environment can provide opportunities for students to play a more active role in learning. Rohendi & Dulpaja (2013) said that student-centred learning is an interactive learning characteristic where students are invited to search, discover, process, build, and interpret the knowledge that they are interested in. In tertiary institutions, students learn independently because they must have frequent discussions, both in the classroom and outside the classroom.

The discussion will positively impact students to increase their knowledge, understanding and train their critical thinking skills. Students often experience difficulties in the discussion because they feel embarrassed and not express their opinions. These kinds of attitudes are one of the destructive effects of teacher-centred learning (Berry et al., 2010). This learning system can turn off students' ability to argue and confidence in expressing opinions (Heitmann et al., 2017).

In line with the research results conducted by Pattanapichet & Wichadee (2015), the discussion method can affect critical thinking ability, communication, and understanding. Therefore, to make the discussion more active and meaningful, students' ability to argue is needed. Arguments made by students will indirectly train their reasoning. Almeida & Malheiro (2018) says that individuals' argument will train them to reason to convince others or themselves, solve problems, and integrate ideas into a coherent unity. The statement was also supported by Boell & Hovorka (2019) that argumentation skills are essential in education, where each individual must maintain a situation that can be proven with correct arguments. The importance of argumentation in education has been widely accepted as a critical social activity for students to engage in reasoning with peers, synchronize various perspectives in the learning community, and jointly build knowledge (Rahimi et al., 2019).

Students' argumentation ability is one of the main objectives of the learning process. Therefore, a good argument is needed to make a good discussion. Savchuk (2017) says that good arguments must meet empirical, theoretical, and analytical criteria. To find out the quality of argumentation, we need a learning method to accommodate students' arguments. One method that can be used is the focus group discussion (FGD). FGD learning method directs students to submit their arguments about a problem (Chen et al., 2018). FGD contains three main elements, namely discussion (not interview/chat), group (not individual), and focus (Liu et al., 2018). Through this method, students actively argue to solve problems based on their information, following what Rahman (2020) said. The FGD is one of the methods used to obtain information, needs, perspectives, and experience with the facilitator's direction. Learning using the FGD method at the college level certainly requires student arguments to make the discussion meaningful. If in the discussion students don't respond to each other, then it only becomes a discussion.

The preliminary studies results show that of the 50 respondents, 36 respondents preferred to group and discuss in solving problems. At the same time, 14 students prefer to complete assignments independently without discussing the theme. This further strengthens the suspicion of researchers that the ability to argue is a must-have requirement for students. But interestingly, at a glance, the results of the arguments given by students so far are simple arguments that are not following the minimum standard of argumentation patterns set by Toulmin. This is where researchers find a contradiction between students' desire to discuss with the arguments put forward by students. So that researchers consider it necessary to
examine the pattern of student argumentation when discussing or FGD.

Reflecting on the preliminary study results, the researchers found one problem; very few students were willing to provide arguments or responses on an issue. Also, the researchers found the argumentation patterns between students who were enthusiastic in arguing and students who were reluctant to give their arguments. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to describe the Toulmin argumentation process for students during focus group discussions (FGD). Researchers hope that these findings can illustrate the pattern of arguments made by students. Furthermore, lecturers can make the findings as a basis for identifying students’ argumentation patterns.

METHOD
Participant

The research subjects were 50 students at the University of Mataram. The subject selection criteria were; (1) in the fifth semester in 2020; (2) had experienced online lectures for a minimum of 8 meetings (2 months) using discussion; and (3) had internet access to fill the Google Form instruments.

Design

To achieve the research objectives, the researchers used a qualitative descriptive approach. According to Creswell (2014), qualitative data is a descriptive translation of the field's phenomena. The data collection method used in this study was the open-ended questionnaires. The open-ended questionnaire was assisted by Google Form and contained general problems. The general problems were related to learning during a pandemic. Open-ended questions followed the general problems as an argument. The Google Form platform was selected for the sake of efficiency of data collection.

Procedure

The research procedure is depicted in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Research Procedure.
Data Analysis
The data were analyzed descriptively to describe student argumentation patterns based on the indicators of Toulmin's argumentation elements. Table 1 contains the indicators (Viyanti, 2015).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element of Argumentation</th>
<th>Description of Argumentation</th>
<th>Element Identification Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Position Statement (PP)  | A Position Statement is a statement that contains a person's opinion or position on an issue. | • What is claimed?  
• What is supported?  
• Where is the position in this issue or topic?  
• What is the basis for the argument? |
| Data or Facts (D)        | An argument can be in the form of experimental observations, general knowledge, statistical data, and a person's testimony. | • What basis is used to reason relevant and factual? |
| Guarantees (J)           | A bridge that determines position with data or facts. | • What can support and strengthen the proposed guarantee? |
| Support (P)              | Supporting data or statements to strengthen the argument. | • What words or phrases indicate certainty in the proposed position statement?  
• What factors can drop this argument?  
• What possibilities might oppose this argument? |
| Modality (M)             | Disclosure of the speaker's attitude that shows the degree of certainty of an argument. | |
| Exceptions (PC)          | Conditions that allow for the emergence of rejection or refutation in the arguments given. | |

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The results of the questionnaire were then divided into several categories according to the level of subject argumentation. From 50 research subjects, the category of students’ argumentations was divided into three namely; (1) the category of the subject which gives an argument in only one sentence; (2) the category of a subject which gives an argument in 2 sentences; and (3) a category of subjects which provides more than three sentence arguments. The results of data tabulation can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The Results of Tabulated Research Data
Based on Figure 2, the numbers of students who gave arguments to the problem were very small. Out of 50 students, only 12% or six students gave arguments of more than two sentences. Students in this group gave their arguments and the basis of their arguments, although the arguments were not strong enough and had no solid foundation. Nevertheless, the results showed that students had the will to argue. In the next group, 30% or 15 students gave arguments of less than two sentences. The students in this group tended to only give brief arguments without any basis or reason. Students in this group were less serious in arguing about a problem. The last group was 58% or 29 students who gave an argument in 1 sentence.

The Category of Subject Who Gave an Argument in Only One Sentence

There were 29 students in this category. Subjects in this category only provided arguments in one sentence. It means that the element used in the subject's argumentation pattern was a position statement (PP). The subjects in this category only had a standpoint without strong foundations because they did not look for scientific literature to support them. It can also be assumed that the subject did not read many references. There was not even a guarantee for the truth of the argument given. According to Toulmin in Erdurun et al. (2018), a statement is referred to as an argumentation if it has at least two elements, namely a position statement (PP) and data or facts (D).

The subjects in this category only gave a statement of the problem given. There was no theoretical basis or factual data to ensure that the statements were true. According to Myklebust & Høisæter (2018), the subjects' statements in this category cannot be viewed as arguments. An argument is a person's statement resulting from the synthesis of information possessed by someone (Goldstein et al., 2017). The statements in this category did not come from valid information. Most of these arguments are very subjective and based only on someone's opinion. If dissected deeper, in the second sentence, the subject stated, "because the appeal for social distancing has been announced, learning in schools should be paused", the subject stated without strong data. The subject also did not mention who launched social distancing. This unanswered question indicates the loss of factual aspects in the subject's statement (Miller & Brown, 2018). The loss of factual aspects is a sign that the statement given cannot be justified.

The Category of Subject Who Gave an Argument in Two Sentences

There were fifteen students in this category. Subjects in the category gave arguments in 2 sentences or statements. According to Toulmin Liu (2019), an argument should have at least two elements, namely a position statement (PP) and data or facts (D). Furthermore, according to Vidaillet (2011), the PP element is a statement to show position, while element D is a basis that shows that the argument given is valid and correct. Although theoretically, according to Boell & Hovorka (2019), the arguments given by subjects in this category are relatively weak, they are already qualified to be called arguments. A good argument must meet the six elements that Toulmin has explained. If one of the elements is not met, the subject’s argument cannot be said to be optimum.
In my opinion, online learning that is done suddenly will cause the implementation of learning to not run optimally (PP).

According to Bessa et al. (2019), the Internet network is one of the keys in the online learning process. Meanwhile, based on Tetono et al. (2018), the Internet network has not yet reached remote areas in Indonesia. (D).

**Figure 4.** Category Two Argumentation Patterns.

The subjects in this category gave two statements. The first statement showed the position of the subject's argument, while the second statement was the data or facts underlying the statement. The argumentation pattern construction in this category is sufficient (Gutama et al., 2014). However, the correlation between the position statement and the data provided by the subject is weak. The PP statement given by the subject stated that the limitations of online learning did not run optimally.

In contrast, the subject's data to validate the position statement is related to the internet network. Yet, in implementing online learning, the readiness of teachers, students, and teaching materials can also be used as a foundation (Hewison & Kuras, 2015). The Internet network is also one of the foundations, but the use of theoretical basis related to Internet network data is very weak to support the PP.

**The Category of Subject Who Gave an Argument in More Than Three Sentences**

This grouping is based on a pattern of arguments consisting of five elements: claim, ground, warrant, backing, and capital qualifier. The D-PP-J-D-Pc pattern is a PP-D-P-J pattern strengthened with an exception. The pattern starts from a statement of position (claim) supported by data or facts (ground). Claims and ground are connected to the warrant, which has been attached by backing. To confirm this argument or show the availability of evidence and support that has been shown, the writer states with certain words or phrases called modals qualifier (Abduh et al., 2019). The modal qualifier is a marker of the degree of strength of an argument from strong to weak (Hewison & Kuras, 2015). However, in the case of the subject's arguments, the subject does not use the Capital qualifier but uses an exception. The following arguments consist of five basic elements of argumentation, namely ground (data or facts), claim (position statement), warrant (backing), backing (support), and possible rebuttal (exception). The following is the scheme of the subject's argumentation pattern towards the problem of online learning in schools during the COVID-19 Pandemic in this category.
The chart in Figure 5 only consists of five elements, namely data or fact elements (grounds), position statements (claims), guarantees (warrant), support (backing), and exceptions (possible rebuttal). Identifying the position statement elements can be asked through questions such as "What is the author's position statement?" and the answer is ", So I disagree with the opinion that online learning cannot have a positive impact on student development. Students who are accustomed to learning online will be technology literate and accustomed to learning independently". The position statement (claim) has been determined, the next step is to determine the data or facts (ground), namely by asking questions such as "What is the evidence or basis that supports the position statement?" and the answer is "This is in line with the results of a survey conducted by Casey & Hallissy (2014) that students prefer to use the WA group platform rather than the Zoom Meeting or Edmodo based on video conferencing. (D)"

For students in remote areas, Internet connections will greatly affect the online learning process. For these areas, the teacher has to work extra during a pandemic. For areas that have good internet connections they should still be required to carry out online learning. (PC)

However, the fact that the problem of signal and Internet connection makes online learning results is not optimal should not make teachers give up on the situation. There are still many other online learning platforms such as Google Classroom or WA group that is not based on video conferencing, so they do not require a large Internet connection (Pei & Wu, 2019). (J)

So I do not agree that online learning does not have any positive impact on students' development. Students who are accustomed to learning online will be technology literate and accustomed to learning independently. (PP)

This is in line with the results of a survey conducted by Casey & Hallissy (2014) & Esterhuysen & Stanz (2014) that the problem is that students prefer to use the WA group platform rather than the Zoom Meeting or Edmodo based on video conferencing. (D)

For students in remote areas, Internet connections will greatly affect the online learning process. For these areas, the teacher has to work extra during a pandemic. For areas that have good internet connections they should still be required to carry out online learning. (PC)

Your opinion contradicted the results of Liu’s study (Liu, 2019) that online learning is very useful for students’ independence. (P)
optimal should not make teachers give up on the situation”. There are still many other online learning platforms such as Google classroom or WA that are not based on video conferencing, so they do not require a large internet connection (Pei & Wu, 2019). More specifically, in Indonesia, many students are in areas with insufficient internet connections. Students in certain areas tend not to use video conferencing platforms because the connections required are quite a lot. Based on the research results, Apsari et al. (2020) also revealed that students prefer to use the WA Group rather than the Zoom platform. A guarantee will be strong when accompanied by backing. And to determine support (backing), asked a question, "what is the background of the warrant?", And the answer is "Your opinion is contrary to the results of the study (Liu et al., 2018). Online learning is very useful to train students' independence. Related to this, the study results show that there are still many students who do not have grounded arguments. This is an indication that students do not read enough and gain insight during learning at home. This reinforces the assumption that the distance learning process will train students to be more independent in learning.

Argument elements such as position statement have been found, data or facts, warrant, backing have been found to get possible rebuttals, namely; "What factors or conditions can drop a position statement (claim)?" Indeed, for students in remote areas, an internet connection will greatly affect the learning process online. So maybe for these areas, the teacher has to work extra during a pandemic. But for areas that have good internet connections, they should still be required to carry out online learning." The chart above is the pattern of the D-PP-J-D-Pc argument. Following Toulmin's opinion, in Pangestika et al. (2017), there are five patterns of argument used. The pattern of argument used as in the chart above consists of data or facts (grounds), position statements (claims), then as a bridge connecting data or facts (grounds) with a statement of position (claims) is a guarantee (warrant), support (backing) as a supporter of warranties, and possible rebuttals used to disprove a position statement.

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the results and discussion, it can be concluded that the students' argumentation process can be categorized into three categories, namely: (1) The subject category that gives an argument in only one sentence; (2) the category of a subject that gives an argument in 2 sentences; and (3) a category of students that provides more than three sentence arguments. The pattern starts from a statement of position (claim) supported by data or facts (ground). Claims and ground are connected. In this research, the discussion activities should be carried out directly. However, due to the pandemic era, discussion activities had to be carried out virtually through WA Group. This causes many aspects of analysis, such as facial expression, word choice, oral communication, and skills, cannot be observed. For further research, researchers should continue the research with direct discussion treatment so that the research results related to the argumentation patterns of prospective teachers (students) can be described more broadly and deeply.
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